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Abstract. Quality Maintenance is activities “to set equipment conditions that preclude quality
defects, based on the basic concept of maintaining perfect equipment to maintain perfect
quality of processed goods and products. The conditions are checked and measured in time-
series to verify that measured values are within standard values to prevent defects. The
transition of measured values is watched to predict possibilities of defects occurring and to take
countermeasures beforehand.”
Under the basic philosophy of “maintain perfect equipment in order to maintain perfect
quality” quality assurance activities and equipment management activities should be coupled
and the correlation between quality characteristics and equipment precision is pursued to set
conditions for equipment that does not generate defects to prevent defects caused by equipment
and processing conditions.
As equipment takes over the work of production, quality depends increasingly on the condition
of the equipment. In environment where human intervention is decreasing, the goal of quality
maintenance is to maintain and constantly improve quality through effective equipment
maintenance. In process industries, quality has always been built into the product through the
process. To cope with this, production department must review their quality assurance systems
with the aim of tackling quality through equipment management.
Quality maintenance consists of activities that establish equipment conditions that do not
produce quality defects. Rather than controlling results by inspecting product and acting
against defect that have already occurred, quality maintenance aim to prevent quality defects
from occurring altogether.
There are several preconditions for a successful quality maintenance program and abolish
accelerated deterioration, eliminate process problems, and develop competent operators are
main areas to focus. And then understanding the basic elements of quality maintenance
program such as identify causes of quality defects, relationship between equipment and quality,
equipment control conditions and quality components and developing a Machine Quality
Matrix for each equipment will lay a solid foundation to implement quality maintenance at
your work place.
There are 10 steps in quality maintenance implementation process and it starts with preparing
of quality assurance matrix and finally ended up with preparing a quality component control
table and assures quality through strict equipment condition control. Here standards must be
numerical and observable. Application of problem solving tools is very prominent in quality
maintenance. The attitude transformation from “I operate, you maintain” to “I operate I
maintain” will decide the success of quality maintenance activities.  If equipment precision is
managed while the equipment is experiencing forced deterioration, the life of components
affecting the precision will be unstable and short, and checking will be difficult. There fore,
forced deterioration must be thoroughly eliminated through autonomous maintenance activities
“JISHU HOZEN” and the dispersion in the lives of the components must be reduced to extend
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the lives. The proficiency of operators in equipment functions and maintenance plays a big
role in challenging “zero defects”. Zero failures of equipment function stoppage and
deterioration types are also most important in implementing quality maintenance.

What is Quality Maintenance “ Hinshitsu - Hozen”

Hinshitsu – Hozen is activities to set equipment conditions that preclude
quality defects, based on the basic concept of maintaining perfect equipment to
maintain perfect quality of processed goods and products. The conditions are
checked and measured in time series to verify that measured valued are within
standard values to prevent defects. The transition of measured values is
watched to predict possibilities of defects occurring and to take
countermeasures beforehand.
As equipment takes over the work of production, quality depends increasingly
on the condition of the equipment. Quality Maintenance evolved as a major
activity in certain fabrication and assembly industries that are becoming
increasingly automated. In environments where human intervention is
decreasing, the goal of quality maintenance is to maintain and constantly
improve quality through effective equipment maintenance.

Preconditions for promoting Hinshitsu - Hozen

A quality maintenance program builds upon gains achieved through
fundamental TPM (Total Productive Maintenance) activities such as
autonomous maintenance, focused improvement, planned maintenance, and
operation and maintenance skill training. Under autonomous maintenance
“Jishu – Hozen” establishing an equipment state which perfectly eliminates
forced deterioration and in which only natural deterioration progresses is
utmost important in Quality Maintenance. If equipment precision is managed
while the equipment is experiencing forced deterioration, the life of
components affecting the precision will be unstable and short, and checking
will be difficult. Therefore, forced deterioration must be thoroughly eliminated
through Jishu-Hozen activities and the dispersion in the lives of the
components must be reduced to extend the lives.
To foster the operators proficiency in equipment operations and
maintenance ,the supervisors, foremen, circle leaders and equipment operators
alike must be proficient in equipment use and must have an ability to maintain
and manage it. Operators must be trained to gain the ability to quickly find
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troubles of a cause system, to be alert to defect may be generated “sign of
defect” and to gain an ability to quickly and correctly rectify troubles “sign of
failure.”.  Further more, zero failures of equipment function stoppage and
deterioration types are most important in implementing Hinshitsu – Hozen.

Jishu Hozen is the foundation for Quality Maintenance.

What is Jishu – Hozen, “Maintain one`s own equipment by oneself”

Jishu Hozen is the activities in which each worker performs daily inspections,
lubrication, part replacement, repair, troubleshooting, accuracy checks and so
forth on his own equipment, aiming at achieving the goal of “keeping one`s
own equipment in good condition by oneself” .With advancement of
technologies, equipment has become more sophisticated and complex, and with
expansion in the operation scale of enterprises, the maintenance functions have
been divided into specific areas. The so called concept of “ I operate ,you fix”
in which the operation division only engages in production while the
maintenance division only takes care of maintenance had been disseminated
throughout the production field. As a result, many people came to think that the
people who were engaged in production should only handle work and check
their quality, and such activities as the maintenance of equipment, lubrication
and other care of machines should be left to the maintenance men. In order to
satisfactorily perform Jishu Hozen, the operators attitude and proficient in
equipment operations and maintenance to be developed systematically.

Quality components and control condition

The next step of managing quality by managing equipment is to establish the
equipment`s control conditions. To achieve this, analyze the causes of past
quality problems using why-why analysis and P-M analysis (Physical
Mechanism analysis). Equipment components that effect a product`s quality
characteristics are called “quality components”. Prevent defects from occurring
by maintaining such components in their specified condition. This is the basis
of quality maintenance.
Egs. : One compressor is causing a quality defect. Process gas contaminated by
sealant oil. A block in the pipe leading to the sealant –oil trap prevented the
sealant oil from draining completely, so it infiltrated the impeller side of the
seal and contaminated the process gas. In this case, the quality component is
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the trap system. The condition (that does not cause a quality defect) is that it
must discharge a specific quantity of spent oil. This can be checked by
measuring the amount of spent oil.

Conclusion

Challenging zero defects has become a norm of today’s manufacturing
business. Quality Assurance systems controlled defect and make sure quality
goods is releasing to the market at a cost. But most of the time it fails and
resulted customer complaints and claims. Maintaining 3M conditions is
important in challenging zero defects. But understanding the relationship
between equipment and quality, elimination of forced deterioration and
enhance the proficient of operators in equipment operation and maintenance
will support the journey towards zero defect.
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